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THERE IS NOTHING LIKE BUILDING A MODEL TO ADVANCE YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF
THE PROTOTYPE. Thus I needed to study in some depth the chassis design of these
well known, but probably little understood vehicles.

Fortunately Stratford saw fit to take official photographs of its buses while under
construction at the works in 1905, the negatives of which survive at the National
Railway Museum (NRM). Also available is a general arrangement drawing, curiously
dimensioned in metric (as far as I know the only GER drawings so to be, and for which
I can offer no firm explanation). It is mainly from these two sources that this article is
drawn.

According to F V Russell (in one of his weighty scrap books), the only items not entirely
constructed at Stratford were the tyres, magneto and carburettor. If the design was
entirely that of Stratford, as Russell seems to imply, a degree of bravery if not
recklessness is indicated. Petrol buses were in their infancy in 1905 and here was a
railway company building a dozen of its own. A cursory glance at the Company's
minutes suggests an almost farcical lack of reliability in their early operations. Even at
their miserly 12mph top speed the ride was cruel enough to break their backs, to say
nothing of the discomfort to the passengers. And yet no doubt the other
manufacturers' vehicles were equally as troublesome and were probably more
expensive to the GER in initial cost. For my part, the greater my understanding of the
design, the greater my respect for it has become. It is too easy, with the benefit of
hindsight, (and 80 odd years of automotive development), to criticise early designs.
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Starting with a blank sheet in 1905, using contemporary knowledge and materials, the
Stratford effort is undoubtedly most praiseworthy. However, now let us look at the
"nuts and bolts" of their conception and construction.

The Engine

Four cylinder, petrol, water cooled and a hefty 6.3 litres cubic capacity. Its nominal
rating at 30hp seems very modest; I am not sure how this was calculated in those
days, but a 1950’s Morris Minor was rated at about 30bhp. I wonder how they
compared? Obviously the nature of Stratford's engine was quite different. Despite the
relatively "square" 120mm diameter bore x 140mm stroke, it would have ample torque
at low revolutions.

The crankcase was split horizontally on the crankshaft centre line. Separate inlet and
exhaust camshafts each side were housed in the upper half. These were driven at 2:1
by straight cut exposed gears from the front of the crank. As all the other auxiliaries
were similarly driven, quite a lot of noise must have been generated.

Following contemporary practice, the cylinders were individually bolted to the
crankcase. These had water jacketed heads incorporating push rod operated side
valves. The induction and exhaust configuration was "crossflow", carburettor and inlet
nearside, exhaust manifold offside. A "contact maker" (distributor?) was gear driven
from the rear of the exhaust camshaft at 1:1. There is no indication of what form the
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Engine front view: These massive four
cylinder petrol engines had a bore of
120mm and stroke of 140mm giving,
according to my mathematics, a cubic
capacity of 6.3 litres. The two large gear
wheels are attached to twin camshafts
mounted in the crankcase. These are
drlven by a crankshaft pinion hidden
behind the fan belt pulley. To the right is
the water pump and left the magneto. The
exposed push-rods can be seen between
crankcase and cylinder head.
Unfortunately no detail drawings or
photos seem to exist of the engine
internals. Note bulkhead-(or dashboard or
scuttle?) mounted sight feed lubricators.

Photograph: Science and Society Picture
Library.
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actual ignition took, although the presence of a magneto and contact maker (I
assume) suggests spark plugs. The aforementioned magneto was again gear driven at
1:1 from the front of the exhaust camshaft. With manual starting by handle (not a task
for the timid!) and lighting by acetylene, there was no need for a battery or
accumulator and no evidence of any can be found on this vehicle. Cooling was
conventional, with a pump driven from the inlet camshaft at a step-up ratio of about
3:1. The vertical tube radiator was assisted by a large multi-bladed fan, thoughtfully
provided with a twin belt drive from the crankshaft.

Lubrication for the engine appears to be by a wet sump system, with individual supply
to each big end, witness the presence of a four way oil drain manifold below the
crankcase (no internal engine details are shown on the drawing or in any photograph).

The Exhaust and Fuel Systems

Exhaust: A short front pipe led to a silencer transversely mounted roughly below the
driver's seat with a short tail pipe discharging itself below the saloon, hopefully not
asphyxiating any of the passengers. This tail pipe had precious little ground clearance
and MUST have caused problems when driving over humps in the road. As far as can
be discerned, the fuel was fed from the rear mounted 25 gallon tank by a facia
mounted hand air pump which pressurised the fuel tank and in turn forced petrol into
a 25 gallon header tank, presumably limited by a float valve. From here the
carburettor feed was by gravity.
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Plan view of Class U58 motor omnibus from Stratford copy drawing No 15900 dated 21 December 1906. Not
all detail is included but one curiosity shown is the gadget to the bottom right of the flywheel. The writer
can only assume thls to be an early attempt at "synchromesh" i.e. a spring loaded friction pad engages on
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the cone clutch when wlthtdrawn thereby slowing down the disconnected gearbox input shaft (which no
doubt rotated with great inertia). Comments welcome.

Drawing courtesy Science and Society Picture Library.
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The Transmission

While the engine was fairly conventional by modern standards, the transmission
exhibits some rather odd features, although perhaps not for 1905.

The Flywheel and Clutch

At the rear of the engine we have a massive flywheel to keep things moving between
the firing of this somewhat plodding unit. Within it is a "cone" clutch, operated directly
from a transverse shaft with a pedal to the left of the steering column. The advantage
of a cone clutch is the requirement for a moderate spring pressure for sufficient "grip",
thereby allowing a reasonable pedal pressure. They later fell out of general use
because of a tendency to snatch. No doubt not such a problem here with only limited
engine power and a speed differential between gears of only about 3mph.

Intermediate Unit Shaft

Following the clutch was a crossmember-mounted bearing, then a short link, with split
joints each end to accommodate any misalignment or vibration between engine and
gearbox. This link may have also been rubber cushioned and was sheathed in rubber
or leather. The gearbox, transmission brake and differential unit were mounted on a
separate sub-frame below the main chassis.
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The Gearbox

The gearbox itself was relatively conventional. All gears were straight cut, with crash
engagement. Top was straight through, via a dog clutch. Two pairs of sliding gears
operated from two separate selectors. Links and levers then connected to two
concentric shafts running across to the gear lever. This lever (to the right of the driver)
had an "H" gate and was mounted on a gimble joint. This allowed a toothed selector
at the bottom of the gear lever to engage one of two toothed quadrants on the
concentric shafts. Thus it was possible to select any of the four gears, neutral being at
the cross bar of the "H".

Reverse Gear

Exact details of the reverse gear operation inside the box are not shown, but probably
consisted of an idler pinion on a radial arm which engaged the rearmost two gears. It
would thus provide a reverse at the same ratio as the lowest forward gear. Reverse
was selected via its own rather complicated linkage from a separate lever to the right
of the main lever. It is interesting to consider the effects of engaging reverse AND
forward gear simultaneously (a bit like Webb's notorious LNWR compounds!). If this
were possible and an attempt was made to move off, a wrecked gearbox would result.
No interlocking system is visible, but one may have been provided, perhaps using
tappets, as in the interlocking with signalbox frames or maybe something was
incorporated within the gearbox itself.
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The gearbox input shaft from clutch top left: output to transmission brake, top right: layshaft to front of
photograph: top and third gear selector top left, moves a sliding gear into a dog clutch drive for a straight
through top gear (curiously the design of dog clutch would force disengagement on the overrun?). First and
second selector is bottom right moving a pair of gears on the splined layshaft. For reverse these two gears
are placed in a central neutral position and the reverse idler is brought into play by means of some form of
eccentrlc journal operated by the reverse selector lever (adjacent to the rear nearside mounting flange).
There is an impressive use of ball or roller journals and ball thrust bearings on,a vehicle of this antlquity.

Photograph: Science and Society Picture Library.
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The Transmission Brake

This consisted of a rotating drum situated between the gearbox and differential unit.
Either side, suspended from a crossmember were callipers fitted with iron shoes. These
were actuated by a toggle mechanism, with linkage to a foot pedal, again to the left
of steering column. The model reproduced this mechanism faithfully and, owing to a
surprising efficiency I am convinced it was entirely satisfactory on the prototype. The
benefit of this system is the mechanial advantage gained over the rear wheels due co
a combined final drive ratio of around 7:1. This, together with the low speeds and
deliberate concentration of weight over the rear wheels, made the complication of
front brakes unnecessary (it was to be many years before front brakes were
universally adopted on motor vehicles). Of course, if a drive chain broke or the
differential unit failed, the transmission brake would be completely ineffective.
However, Stratford had contingency plans as we shall see later.

The Differential Unit

Behind the transmission brake lay the enigmatic differential unit. A fair amount of head
scratching was necessary before I was able to understand it (no drawing detail and
partly obscured on the photographs). Rather than try to describe its operation a
diagram is provided. Suffice it to say a total of ten gears was employed, where six
would have been enough. It is true the twin crown wheels would be less stressed than



a single one and this may have been a
factor. An alternative explanation
might be the avoidance of a patent
covering the integral differential and
crown wheel. However, this is
speculation: informed comments
would be welcome. Russell heaps
praise on the Stratford transmission
(was it his design?).

The Transaxle

The differential unit was part of the
"transaxle", a design all but universal
on road vehicles for many years, until
someone had the bright idea of
combining the whole lot in one casing
to form a "live" axle. However the
transaxle did have some good points.
It facilitated a low final drive ratio,
neccessary on most early vehicles.
The axle itself  was very positively
located and unsprung weight was
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reduced to the minimum (almost entirely negated in this case by the massive callipers
of the parking brake).

The transaxle half shafts had split joints, again to accommodate any slight
misalignment and carried the drive sprockets. These shafts were journaled in bearings
bolted to the chassis side members. Evidently these were inadequatley secured to
accept their high reversal loadings, as they acquired reinforcing stays during
construction. Co-axially on these bearings were hung the radius or torque arms which
located the rear axle at a consistent distance from the transaxle. This allowed the
driving chains to be at constant tension while the axle moved vertically on its springs.
The radius arms incorporated screw adjustment to tension the chains by moving the
rear axle bodily fore and aft. Substantial casings enclosed the chains, I suspect more
to protect the chains than prying fingers. They probably also acted as oil baths.

The Rear Axle

The axle itself was a  heavy forging incorporating machined stub axles and flanges for
bolting it to the leaf springs. The rear wheels were twelve spoked and fitted with two
solid rubber tyres each. Attached inside were the driven sprockets and rear brake
drums.
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Rear axle detail. It was motor vehlcle practice for many years to chain-drive the rear axle from a rigidly
mounted "transaxle" which incorporated the differential. One of the advantages of this system was a
reduction in unsprung weight, almost entirely negated here by the massive clamp brake! This view shows
clearly how the radius arm worked: the axle and transaxle centre had to be kept at a constant distance (and
still be adjustable) lor the sake of correct chain tension. The spring serves only to locate the axle vertically
- note the slots on both sprlng hangers. The clamp brake beams are conveniently located on the radius arms.
As can be seen here there is only about four inches of travel between axle and chassis (bump stops yet to
be fitted) with the axle hanging loose. When loaded the sprlng was flat so there could have been precious
little spring movement when in use and fully laden. Photograph:Science and Society Picture Library.
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The Parking Brake

A truly wondrous device. Beginning at the front, a large five spoked handwheel was
mounted vertically on the left side of the steering column. From here, through a
devious and cunning system of shafts and bevel gears, two huge transverse callipers
could be clamped onto the rear drums. These were journaled on extensions from the
radius arms. Obviously they were taking no chances, so good old railway practice was
employed. The actual screw thread clamping arrangement is shrouded in confusion. I
believe the original design was flawed: when released the original centralising device
would allow the brake to bind. Sure enough the photographs show an extensive
modificatlon with a worm and wheel drive to a double acting threaded shaft, together
with new linkage to centralise it.

The Sprag Brake

Just to be EXTRA sure a third braking system was added, consisting of two rear facing
sprags mounted on the rear axle and actuated from a stirrup to the left of the driver
on the front of his seat. Its purpose, to dig into the soft unmade road, so preventing
rolling back.

Steering and Front Suspension

Nothing too unusual here. The front beam axle was a heavy forging, with stub axles
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swivelling on their king pins, all supported on conventional leaf springs. The Ackerman
steering was linked from a bell crank to the worm and quadrant steering box with a
drag link. The steering column was surmounted by a five spoke wheel in the centre of
which sat the usual quadrant for throttle and advance/retard levers. Because of this
the column would need to be a five element concentric shaft.

Rear Suspension

The massive rear leaf springs of 14 plates each looked more suited to a locomotive. It
seems that even these proved inadequate for a full complement of 36 passengers as
suspension modifications were soon needed. Also there was some indecision as to
whether normal shackles or pins in slots were to be used, as the photographs do not
agree with the drawing.

Thoughts on Suspension Design

A note here about suspension in general: no damping was provided on this vehicle,
other than by the inherent friction of the leaf springs. Anyone who has driven a car
with worn out dampers (the term "shock absorbers" is technically incorrect) knows
how necessary it is to restrain a vehicle's suspension. The dilemma: with no dampers,
leaf springs should not be lubricated, but if you do not they will wear, rust and become
noisy. Also without damping, spring ratings generally have to be increased to prevent
the pitching and rolling which damping would have minimised. In addition it looks like
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Stratford deliberately placed severe restrictions on the suspension travel, further
reducing it during the construction stage by fitting larger rear bump stops. No doubt
consideration was being given to safety with the fairly high centre of gravity inherent
in this type of vehicle. The net result of all these factors is this: with a full loading, the
buses were probably riding on the bump stops, thereby effectively having NO
suspension at all. The stresses and fatigue inflicted on the chassis must have been very
considerable. Could the addition of damping have cured most of the ills in one go? Was
this ever added? Some of the buses carried large "box" like structures below their rear
platforms, was this a desperate attempt to stabilise them by adding ballast?

The Chassis

The side members were of 5" x 2½" rolled steel channel, which though no doubt very
heavy, seems hopelessly inadequate in light of the above comments, especially as
there was no trussing or diagonal bracing. Or was the intention to introduce flexibility
on purpose? Only plain cross members were provided and at these points of high
stress, the side rails were, of course, drilled for the fixings, causing further weakening.
When the chassis were later re-worked, just what was done? Was it only a case of
"plating" up the stress points or was more drastic action needed?
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Chassis nearslde view. Constructlon almost complete, but gearbox, differential and chain covers are not
fltted. The main controls are as follows: steerlng wheel with throttle and timing quadrants: column mounted
handwheel to operate rear wheel clamp brakes: clutch pedal and transmission brake pedal: side lever
(nearest) "H" gate for four forward gears: lever (furthest) reverse gear. The right side of the engine is seen
here with the carburettor almost obscured by the chassis side rail. Note the whole transmission is mounted
on a separate sub-frame.

Photograph: Science and Society Picture Library.
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Lubrication

A central lubrication system was incorporated with feeds to the various transmission
points and engine anciliaries etc. A six pint reservoir was specified and a row of sight
glasses was provided, prominently displayed in front of the driver. These seemed to
disappear later on. I have no further information on the subject.

Conclusion

Although care has been taken with this article, there is a certain amount of speculative
comment and some personal conclusions contained within it. I would be pleased to
hear from anyone with other thoughts or specific knowledge, particularly in connection
with subsequent modifications carried out to these buses. My thanks to Dennis West,
our (GER Society) vehicles co-ordinator for the loan of material in connection with this
article.

Dave Taylor, June 1992
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A batch of four (or more?) chassis units under construction in the shop at Stratford. No 5 in the foreground
is well under way with engine, transmission, fuel tank, exhaust system, steering column and bulkhead fitted,
but no axles as yet. The finned exhaust manifold is fitted, but the engine behind No 5 has only one cylinder
as yet. It is known that trouble was experlenced with chassls breakages and the writer's guess is there was
a weakness in the side rails between the bulkhead and front sub-frame mountlngs, exacerbated by varlous
drillings for other fittings.

Photograph: Science and Society Picture Library.
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Official photograph of an unidentified Stratford built bus in its red and white livery. The letterlng is believed
to be in light blue. These vehicles must have been striking in their appearance when first encountered on
East Anglia's quiet byways. Note box-type extension below the rear platform. Various theories have been
put forward as to its purpose but no firm conclusions have been arrived at.

Photograph: Science and Society Picture Library.
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